Influence of pH and citrate on the formation of oxalate layers on calcite revealed by in situ nanoscale imaging†
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The influence of pH and citrate concentration on the replacement of calcite by calcium oxalate has been investigated by in situ nanoscale observations in flow-through experiments performed using atomic force microscopy (AFM). Significant changes in the morphology of the precipitated whewellite (CaC$_2$O$_4$·H$_2$O) crystals were observed, as well as in the degree of interface coupling of the dissolution–precipitation reactions, depending on the pH of the solution. Citrate also influences whewellite morphology; different citrate species seem to preferentially adsorb on different whewellite faces according to our experimental observations. The results of this study may help in the design of effective treatments for the protection of calcareous stone, based on the natural process of patina formation that occurs in monuments, as well as to better understand the process of unwanted oxalate precipitate formation and its control by small organic molecules such as citrate.

Introduction

Calcium oxalate minerals (CaC$_2$O$_4$·xH$_2$O) are commonly found in fossils, plants and kidney stones.1–4 They are also an unwanted by-product in some industrial processes such as paper manufacture, food and beverage production,2,5–7 where calcium oxalate forms scale layers on the inner surfaces of tanks, pipes and heat exchangers, reducing the operation yields.2,8

Calcium oxalate formation has been studied for many years, especially by urologists, as it is one of the main components of kidney stones that generate urinary tract diseases.9 Three phases with different degrees of hydration are found in nature: CaC$_2$O$_4$·H$_2$O (Whewellite, COM), CaC$_2$O$_4$·2H$_2$O (Weddelellite, COD) and CaC$_2$O$_4$·3H$_2$O (Caoxite, COT). Whewellite is the most thermodynamically stable polymorph and the primary constituent of more than 60% of human kidney stones,1,9,10 together with phosphates.

Calcium oxalates and, in particular, whewellite, have been also observed in patinas on calcareous stone in historic buildings worldwide.11–18 During the formation of oxalate surface layers on building stones, there is frequently a Ca-bearing mineral that is replaced by calcium-oxalate, whose crystallization is induced by the dissolution of the parent mineral that releases Ca$^{2+}$ ions into the solution at the mineral–fluid interface, followed by the heterogeneous nucleation of calcium oxalate crystals, by a coupled dissolution–precipitation process.19–21 Calcium oxalate has quite a low solubility (whewellite solubility is almost 20 times lower than that of calcite, 0.67 mg L$^{-1}$ vs. 13 mg L$^{-1}$, respectively, at 20 °C). Because of the low solubility of calcium oxalate compounds, attempts have been made to use them as a protective treatment against chemical weathering of calcareous building materials in cultural heritage,22–24 through the generation of less soluble oxalate layers by a mineral replacement process. Such treatments always rely on the partial dissolution of a thin surface layer of the stone surface that is replaced by the protective rim; i.e. the dissolution of the substrate is needed as a source of Ca ions for the precipitation of insoluble Ca.

Dissolution and precipitation reactions are the principal driving mechanisms for all mineral reequilibration reactions in the presence of a fluid phase.19 When dissolution and precipitation are coupled at the interface between the mineral crystal surface and the aqueous solution, a pseudomorphic replacement is obtained.25 An aqueous fluid may induce enough dissolution so that an interfacial boundary layer becomes supersaturated with respect to one or more new phases that can then precipitate spontaneously.21 These conditions will be reached if dissolution is faster than diffusion of the dissolved species away from the mineral–fluid interface. If this interface-coupled dissolution–precipitation process results in less volume precipitated than dissolved, that is, it is a volume deficit reaction, porosity will form in the precipitated phase and this will allow the fluid to penetrate...
further to the interface with the dissolving mineral. However, if more solid volume is precipitated than dissolved, the surface will become covered and effectively passivated by a thin rim of the product phase,26 this preventing or slowing down further dissolution of the parent phase.

In order to generate functional protective rims for stone conservation purposes, full coverage of the substrate surface is required to avoid uncovered substrate areas where dissolution of the parent phase could still occur.27 The formation of Ca-oxalate precipitates with small crystal sizes upon partial dissolution of the substrate, as well as other sparingly soluble Ca-bearing phases such as calcium phosphates28 would allow an optimal reproduction of the initial substrate topography, thereby generating a more uniform and cohesive protective layer. The formation of calcium phosphate layers on calcite surfaces has been previously studied in situ and at high resolution using AFM.29–31 The presence of additives in the replacement fluid may play an important role at modifying the precipitated crystal morphology and thus the form of the developed rim. Organic additives are well known to play a key role in influencing the formation of minerals in both biotic and abiotic systems, facilitating or inhibiting precipitation and subsequent growth and modifying crystal size and morphology.32–36 Several studies have reported that additives such as small molecules (i.e. pyrophosphate, citrate or magnesium salts) and macromolecules (i.e. glycosaminoglycan, osteopontin, Tamm–Horsfall protein, nefrocalcinca, urinary fragment 1 prothrombin or uropontin) have an inhibitory effect and/or are able to control calcium oxalate precipitation and growth.37–43

With this in mind, we have performed an experimental study of the replacement of calcite by calcium oxalate, given the common use of calcitic stones as building materials (i.e., marble and limestone). In order to evaluate changes in the morphology of the precipitates and possible control on the distribution of such precipitates in the replacement rim by organic additives, citrate was selected because it is a naturally occurring organic molecule with a low molecular weight, being fully biodegradable and non-toxic.44,45 Citrate plays an important role in biomineralization processes related to calcium oxalate, carbonate and phosphate compounds. Citrate has been proposed as a stabilizing agent of amorphous intermediate phases in biomineralization,28,46–48 being able to reduce crystal sizes (i.e. calcium phosphate28,49,50), acting as a chelating agent. Citrate is also related to kidney stone formation, aggregation, and even dissolution.40,51,52

In this work we have explored the influence of citrate concentration and pH on calcium oxalate precipitation on calcite surfaces, with the aim of controlling the coupling of dissolution and precipitation at the reaction surface as well as modifying the precipitated crystal size and morphology. This has been done by atomic force microscopy (AFM), a commonly used technique to obtain in situ information about crystal growth and dissolution at the nanoscale (e.g. Ruiz-Agudo and Puttnis, 2012).53 Previous works report direct observations of whewellite growth in pure growth solutions and in the presence of organic compounds such as citrate.54–56 A reduction in the whewellite growth rate and roughening of the step edges in the presence of citrate, suggesting the inhibitory role of citrate, was the main finding of these AFM studies. However, to our knowledge, there are no studies aimed at unraveling the effect of organic molecules on the replacement of calcite by calcium oxalate.

Materials and methods

Freshly cleaved calcite {10.4} surfaces (pure, clear crystals from Naica, Chihuahua, Mexico) were used as substrates for the in situ AFM experiments. Crystals of ca. 3 × 3 × 1 mm in size were cleaved directly prior to each experiment. Oxalic acid di-hydrate and tribasic sodium citrate with analytical reagent grade according to American Chemical Society (ACS) standards were used as reactants and obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. Test solutions were prepared freshly before every set of experiments and pH was adjusted (with HCl and/or NaOH of the same quality) by using a pH-meter with a glass electrode from Mettler-Toledo. All solutions were made using ultrapure water (type I2, resistivity 18.2 MΩ cm, Milli-Q®).

2.1 Flow-through experiments

Flow-through experiments were carried out using a Multimode IIIa Atomic Force Microscope (AFM, Digital Instruments, Bruker) equipped with a fluid cell type MTFML (Digital Instruments, Bruker). The AFM was used in contact mode at controlled room temperature (22.0 ± 0.5 °C). A semi-continuous solution flow was passed through the fluid cell by single syringe injections with an average flow rate of 500 μL s−1 before every image acquisition, resulting in an effective flow rate of ca. 85 mL per hour. AFM images were collected at a scanning frequency of 4.07 Hz using Si3N4 tips with a 45 nm coating of Ti/Au (Bruker, tip model SNL-10). Before every flow-through experiment, water was flowed through the fluid cell in order to clean the cleaved surface as well as to adjust the AFM parameters. Subsequent image processing was performed with the software Nanoscope from Bruker (Version 1.50) and geometrical measurements were made using the software AutoCAD 2014 with at least 30 measurements for each experimental condition. X-Ray diffraction (XRD) analysis of crystals collected after in situ AFM flow-through experiments was performed using a Philips X’Pert Pro X-ray diffractometer equipped with Cu Kα radiation ( λ = 1.5405 Å) at 2θ range between 3° and 60° and at a scanning rate of 0.002° 2θ s−1 by placing the crystal in the diffractometer chamber with the (104) cleavage plane parallel to the sample holder.

2.2 Solution speciation calculations

Solution speciation calculations under the experimental conditions of the AFM study were carried out using the PHREEQc geochemical code.27 The association constants and solubility products used in PHREEQc calculations are listed in Table 1. Calculations were performed considering that the dissolution and precipitation processes are confined to a fluid boundary
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layer (diffusion boundary layer, DBL) at the reaction interface with a different composition to the bulk. First, calculations were done assuming values of the DBL thickness between 1 to 10 μm, which are typical for calcite dissolution under slightly acidic conditions and considering the layer-by-layer dissolution of the calcite cleavage surface (i.e. the dissolution of calcite layers of 3.03 Å thickness) in the confined space of the DBL. These calculations allow an estimation of how many calcite layers should dissolve in order to reach saturation with respect to calcite in the DBL at the different pH values of the solutions used in the experiments, and the corresponding saturation index with respect to whewellite in the different conditions.

The latter can be estimated as: SI = log( ($a$Ca$^{2+}$·$a$C$_2$O$_4^{2-}$)/$K_{sp}$), where $a$Ca$^{2+}$ and $a$C$_2$O$_4^{2-}$ are the activities of calcium and oxalate ions and $K_{sp}$ is the solubility product of whewellite at the given experimental conditions. Additionally, similar calculations were performed by fixing the concentration of oxalic acid at 25 mM and the pH at 2.5, and varying the citrate concentration from 0.001 to 100 mM. Citrate speciation as a function of pH was also modeled using PHREEQC.

Molecular dynamic modelling

Molecular simulations were performed in order to estimate the energy of the interaction between different citrate species and different whewellite faces. Whewellite was modelled according to the unit cell derived from the crystallographic data by Echigo et al. (2005).

To obtain the energies from eqn (1), the modelled cleavage surfaces and the different citrate species were first geometrically optimized separately, put together in a continuous box and geometrically optimized again to obtain the position of the citrate species with respect to the whewellite surface. The energies for the global system ($E_{Total}$) and for each element separately ($E_{Surface}$ and $E_{Citrate}$) were calculated after dynamic simulations. All the simulations were performed with the Forcite Plus tools and the software Material Studio v8.0 (BIOVIA, San Diego, CA) under both the Universal Force Field (UFF) and the ab initio Force Field COMPASS (Condensed-phase Optimized Molecular Potentials for Atomistic Simulation Studies). At least 4 layers of the whewellite unit cell were used to build the cleavage surfaces with and without relaxing the surface.

Results

When water was passed over the calcite surface in flow-through experiments, typical rhombohedral etch pits were observed nucleating and spreading on the surface as it dissolved (Fig. 1a). When test solutions containing 25 mM of oxalic acid (with and without citrate) were injected in the fluid cell, the immediate precipitation of a new phase (Fig 1a) was always observed. From the comparison between the observed morphologies of the newly precipitated crystals and the whewellite equilibrium morphology simulated using SHAPE software (v7.4) (Fig. 1b) considering the $P_{21}$/c spatial group, it seems that whewellite crystals precipitate in these experiments with the {100} surfaces parallel to the {10.4} calcite surface (Fig. 1c). Whewellite crystals have a homogeneous size and a perfect alignment over the calcite surface, with the <001>$_{\text{wh}}$ direction parallel to the <010>$_{\text{ca}}$ direction, as depicted in Fig. 1a.

The presence of whewellite together with calcite was confirmed by the powder X-ray diffraction analysis (Fig. 2) of randomly selected crystals after the AFM experiments.

The influence of pH on calcium oxalate precipitation

A first set of AFM flow through experiments were focused on studying the influence of pH on the precipitated calcium oxalate morphologies by varying the pH (in the range 1.75–4.50) of the inlet test solutions with a fixed oxalic acid concentration of 25 mM and three different citrate concentrations: 0, 0.1 and 10 mM.

In control runs (i.e. in the absence of citrate in the oxalate solution), it was observed the immediate precipitation of whewellite crystals with a slight increase in size with increasing pH. The crystal length ($L$), along the <001>$_{\text{wh}}$ direction increased from 360 to 420 nm, while the width ($W$), along the <010>$_{\text{wh}}$ direction, increased from 140 to 180 nm when the solution pH was changed from 1.75 up to 3.5 (Fig 3a). For pH >
3.5 the crystal size increased noticeably (up to 1080 nm and 440 nm for the length and the width, respectively). However, a linear increase was found for the length to width ratio in the whole range of tested pH values. Additionally, at pH > 4, the previously coupled reaction involving the dissolution of calcite and the precipitation of whewellite was observed to be apparently uncoupled. Under these conditions, whewellite crystal precipitation started to occur far from the calcite {104} surface, presumably by spontaneous nucleation, and then settled on the calcite {10.4} surface. Whewellite crystals appeared on the surface as large (3.5 μm), randomly distributed crystals and lacking the observed preferential orientation of the whewellite crystals precipitated at pH < 4. As well, no orientation relationship was observed between the precipitated crystals and the calcite surface; moreover, the newly formed crystals were easily detached by the tip scanning movement, which suggests a weak binding on the calcite {10.4} surface. This, together with the increased crystal length (ca. 3.5 μm), made it almost impossible to scan an entire crystal at pH 4.5.

Interestingly, for a citrate concentration of 0.1 mM (Fig. 3b), a different trend in the length and width evolution with pH was found. The length of the precipitated whewellite crystals showed no significant changes with pH for pH < 2.5 and, from this value, it increased exponentially from 300 nm up to 3.15 μm at pH 4. Regarding the width, no significant changes with pH were found for pH < 3.5 and above this value it also started to increase exponentially from 180 nm up to 1.28 μm at pH 4.5, although at a slower rate than the increase in length. Likewise, observations showed that dissolution and precipitation were apparently uncoupled at pH > 4 in this set of experiments.

**Fig. 1** a) AFM height image obtained before (bottom right corner) and after (upper left corner) test solutions entered the fluid cell of the AFM. The lower section shows typical calcite dissolution with the formation of rhombohedral etch pits. The upper section shows the coverage over the surface of whewellite crystals when an oxalate solution passed over the calcite surface. The darker the colour, the lower the height. b) Simulation of the whewellite habit and sketch of the structure of the (100) whewellite plane c) sketch showing the structure of the (104) calcite plane.

**Fig. 2** Typical X-ray diffractogram of the calcite crystals after the AFM experiments. Whe (whewellite), Cal (calcite).

**Fig. 3** Length (L), width (W) and the ratio between length and width (L/W) for precipitated whewellite crystals at different input solution pH values. Oxalic acid concentration = 25 mM. Citrate concentration: a) not present, b) 0.1 mM, c) 10 mM. Error bars show 2σ. See ESI† for AFM images.
Finally, for the highest citrate concentration tested (10 mM), a similar trend to that observed at 0.1 mM in the crystal size (L and W) of the precipitates with pH was found, as seen in Fig. 3c. For this citrate concentration (10 mM) it was impossible to measure the L and W of the crystals precipitated on the calcite (10.4) surface at pH < 2.5 due to their undefined or amorphous-like morphologies. From pH 3, both L and W started to increase exponentially from 450 nm up to 4.20 μm and from 200 up to 1.35 μm (at pH 4.5), respectively. Decoupling of dissolution and precipitation was observed again for pH > 4, but in this particular case it was possible to measure the size of some whewellite crystals before they were removed by the scanning of the AFM tip at pH 4.5.

Our speciation calculations using PHREEQC$^5$ (Fig. 4) confirm that a thin (1 to 10 μm thick) layer of fluid in contact with the mineral can become supersaturated with respect to whewellite under our experimental conditions before equilibrium with respect to calcite is reached, and also indicate that for pH < 3.5 the number of layers dissolved in this layer increase exponentially with decreasing pH.

Additionally, simplified molecular dynamics simulations were done to estimate the binding energy of different citrate species on different whewellite faces. As a result, it was found that for the H$_2$Cit$^-$ species the strength of the binding energy with different whewellite faces follows the trend: {010} > {001} > {100} > {021} and for the HCit$^{2-}$ species: {001} > {021} > {100} > {010} as observed in Fig. 5. These two citrate species are the major species in the pH range of our experiments. Though not tested experimentally in our study, molecular simulations for the full deprotonated citrate species (Cit$^{3-}$) were also performed and the results were in agreement with those obtained by Qiu et al. (2005),$^{55}$ showing in both cases the same relative trends for the binding energies to the {010} and {100} faces.

**Influence of citrate concentration on calcium oxalate precipitation**

In order to investigate the effect of citrate concentration within the pH range where calcite dissolution and whewellite...
precipitation are coupled, a set of experiments were performed varying the citrate concentration between 1 μM and 100 mM, while keeping the pH and oxalic acid concentration constant at 2.5 and 25 mM, respectively. As presented in Fig. 6, the measured sizes and length to width ratios of the precipitated whewellite crystals seem to be constant up to a citrate concentration of 1 mM. For citrate concentrations above 1 mM, the precipitated whewellite crystals increased in size and showed a linear decrease (note that in Fig. 4 the x-axis is logarithmic) in the length to width ratio with increasing citrate concentration, resulting in rounded morphologies but still showing some straight edges as observed in Fig. 6b. For citrate concentrations higher than 40 mM, the precipitated whewellite crystals did not appear to be oriented on the calcite {10.4} surface; additionally, they were found to easily become detached from the calcite surface due to the AFM tip movement during the scanning of the surface (Fig. 6). PHREEQc simulations performed allowing equilibration with respect to calcite in the confined space of a DBL of 10 μm, indicate (Fig. 7) that for citrate concentrations higher than 1 mM, the ionic strength and the dissolved amount of calcite increase dramatically while the saturation index for whewellite decreases, as has been also experimentally reported by Oelkers et al. (2011).36

Additionally, if we compare the evolution of citrate speciation with pH with the crystal size measurements from the AFM experiments, it can be observed (Fig. 3) how both the length of the whewellite crystals and H₂Cit⁻ species increase in parallel. With increasing pH, the HCit²⁻ becomes the major species, and the width of the crystals also increases. It is also observed that the evolution in the length to width ratio (L/W) of the whewellite crystals with pH in the range 1.75–4.00, perfectly matches the evolution of the H₂Cit⁻ concentration with pH (Fig. 3b).

Discussion

Mechanism of the replacement of calcite by whewellite

Our observations provide direct experimental evidence confirming that under the given solution conditions and at pH below 4, the precipitation of whewellite on calcite surfaces exposed to oxalate solutions occurs by an interface-coupled dissolution of the calcite surface and subsequent whewellite precipitation, as deduced from previous indirect experimental observations.66,67 During this coupled process the bulk solution passing over the calcite surface was undersaturated with respect to whewellite. This implies that the solution at the mineral–solution interface must have become supersaturated with respect to the precipitating phase.21 This could occur if dissolution of calcite (i.e. the release of Ca²⁺ ions) is faster than diffusion of released ions away from the dissolving calcite surface. The dissolution of a few monolayers of dissolved calcite can be sufficient to release enough Ca²⁺ ions to the mineral–solution interface in order to enable supersaturation to be reached with respect to different calcium oxalate phases in a thin layer of solution in contact with the mineral surface.21

This is also confirmed by the results of the PHREEQc calculations performed (see above). The nucleation rate of whewellite (the product phase) will thus be controlled by the supersaturation of the calcite–solution boundary layer with respect to this phase.68 The epitaxial growth of whewellite on a calcite surface is further promoted, but not limited, by the structural matching existing between calcite and whewellite,66 which results in a reduction in the interfacial energy at this new interface.69 Note that, although the epitaxial growth of whewellite on calcite has not been studied for planes different to the calcite cleavage plane, it has been reported that, in more complex polycrystalline systems, such as marble, the use of low pH oxalate solutions resulted in the pseudomorphic replacement of the substrate by continuous and regular calcium oxalate rims that developed on the marble surface regardless of the exposed calcite plane.24,67

Therefore, the fluid composition at the interface will be a key factor controlling the coupling between calcite dissolution and whewellite precipitation reaction. A replacement reaction occurs by an interface-coupled dissolution–precipitation mechanism whenever the rate of dissolution and precipitation are coupled at the reaction interface.19,21 On the other hand, changes in pH have been previously suggested to affect the coupling between dissolution and precipitation at the mineral–fluid interface during replacement reactions.66,70 As suggested by our previous work,66 the observations reported here confirm that pH plays a key role in the coupling between dissolution and precipitation reactions during the replacement of calcite by whewellite.

Formation of compositional gradients during mineral replacement reactions

Dissolution of a solid surface in contact with a fluid is a two-step process: the release of ions from the solid and the
near the dissolving calcite surface, which occurs when dissolution of the parent surface would slow down and eventually stop when the solution in contact with the mineral approaches saturation and then becomes saturated with respect to the dissolving mineral. In our system, however, ions present in the solution surrounding the mineral substrate (oxalate and citrate) interact with the Ca\(^{2+}\) ions released from the calcite surface resulting in supersaturation with respect to a new Ca-oxalate phase, which can then precipitate. Precipitation of a Ca-oxalate phase (less soluble than the original calcite), reduces the ionic concentration at the interface, which allows further dissolution of calcite. This in turn results in an interface-coupled dissolution–precipitation process, ultimately controlled by the solution composition of the DBL.

Our speciation calculations show that (i) supersaturation with respect to whewellite can be reached in the DBL, and (ii) the amount of Ca\(^{2+}\) ions available in the DBL is higher at low pH values, indicating that higher supersaturation values with respect to whewellite are reached at low pH values. The higher the supersaturation with respect to whewellite in the DBL, the greater the possibility that whewellite spontaneously nucleates and precipitates. As well, the higher the supersaturation with respect to whewellite, the higher the nucleation density of whewellite, but the smaller the size of the crystals because of kinetic considerations. Once the calcite surface is fully covered by whewellite crystals, it could become passivated from further dissolution and so the interface-coupled dissolution–precipitation process could eventually slow down or even cease.

Moreover, in the absence of any additive (citrate in our case), the relative rates of calcite dissolution and ion diffusion towards the bulk solution will determine the local supersaturation with respect to whewellite in the fluid in contact with the mineral and thus the rate of whewellite precipitation. In order to preserve the texture of the parent mineral, dissolution and precipitation reactions must be spatially coupled, i.e. they must occur close to each other. This requires fast nucleation of whewellite near the dissolving calcite surface, which occurs when dissolution releasing ions is the rate-limiting step, so that high supersaturation values with respect to whewellite are achieved locally and temporally in the vicinity of the dissolving mineral surface. This occurs in our system under low pH (4 or lower) conditions, when calcite dissolves faster. Whewellite will thus nucleate spontaneously and precipitate, preserving the crystallographic information of the parent mineral, as observed in AFM experiments. This coupling between calcite dissolution and whewellite precipitation allows the formation of pseudomorphs.

Finally, for \(\text{pH} \geq 4.5\) calcite dissolves more slowly and uncoupling of dissolution and precipitation reactions was observed during AFM flow-through experiments. At these higher pH values, the diffusion of the ions towards the bulk solution became almost as fast as the detachment of new ions from the dissolving surface, and the process becomes controlled by the rate of whewellite precipitation. Whewellite started to precipitate at a slower rate and far from the surface, showing bigger crystal sizes (larger than 3.5 \(\mu\)m). At \(\text{pH} > 4.5\), this results in the loss of the preferential orientation of the whewellite crystals on the calcite surface seen at lower pH values. These new whewellite crystals now appear randomly distributed on the calcite surface, leading to poor preservation of the fine textures of the original mineral substrate.

The influence of citrate on the replacement of calcite by whewellite

Citrate is known to exert an inhibitory effect on calcium oxalate crystallization. Qiu et al. (2005) found that citrate controls the habit and kinetics of whewellite growth mostly by step pinning on different faces through specific surface interactions. Additionally, on renal tubular cells citrate may disrupt the adhesive forces existing between whewellite crystals and cells by calcium chelation and/or charge neutralization which results in crystal detachment. However, it should be considered that in our system, the low citrate concentrations show only morphological effects in the precipitated whewellite crystals. Our AFM observations indicate that the addition of citrate and the changes in its speciation as a function of pH have a marked influence on the replacement process of calcite by whewellite (Fig. 3).

Indeed, our results suggest that the different citrate species are preferentially adsorbed onto different whewellite crystallographic faces, as explained below. From the molecular-scale point of view, the interaction between whewellite surfaces and citrate will take place through the electrostatic interaction between COO– groups from citrate molecules and Ca\(^{2+}\) ions on the whewellite crystal surface, and/or the establishment of H-bonds between the OH\(^{-}\) groups of citrate and water molecules in the oxalate ions. The latter is in agreement with results from molecular dynamic simulations (Fig. 5). At \(\text{pH} < 2.5\), H\(_{2}\)Cit is the major citrate specie which, according to estimated binding energies,
would preferentially adsorb onto \{001\} and \{021\} whewellite faces. On the other hand, H$_2$Cit$^-$ (which is the dominant specie in the 2.8 to 4.3 pH range) adsorption is more energetically favorable onto \{010\} and \{001\} whewellite faces. With increasing pH, the H$_2$Cit concentration starts to decrease while H$_2$Cit$^-$ starts to increase, thus decreasing the overall citrate adsorption on \{021\} and increasing citrate adsorption on \{010\} (Fig. 8). This may explain the elongation of the whewellite crystals and the increasing $L/W$ ratios with increasing pH. On the other hand, increasing the citrate concentration leads to lower $S_{\text{whewellite}}$ and therefore, to larger crystal sizes. As well, increasing citrate concentration would imply increasing citrate adsorption and thus, as seen in Fig. 6, would result at pH = 2.5 (when H$_2$Cit is the dominant specie) in crystals with lower $L/W$ ratios, in agreement with our experimental results obtained in the presence of [citrate] = 10 mM (Fig. 3c), when lower $L/W$ ratios were systematically found compared to experiments performed with [citrate] = 0.1 mM (Fig. 3b). However, at both citrate concentrations, similar trends in the $L/W$ ratio in the 2.5 to 4.0 pH range were obtained. Additionally, for pH = 4.5 and at [citrate] = 10 mM, $L/W$ ratios were observed to decrease again. The latter is in agreement with the reduction in the H$_2$Cit$^-$ concentration and the increasing HCit$^2-$ concentration, which is again preferentially adsorbed onto \{001\} and \{021\} whewellite faces (Fig. 5), resulting in a decrease in the growth rate along the $<001>_{\text{whe}}$ directions.

As shown by our PHREEQc simulations, for a fixed pH, the presence of citrate in concentrations higher than 1 mM increases the amount of calcite dissolved before equilibrium with respect to calcite is achieved. This in principle should lead to higher supersaturation values with respect to whewellite. However, the complexing of the citrate with Ca$^{2+}$ reduces the free calcium in solution and leads to an effective reduction in the supersaturation with respect to whewellite (Fig. 7). The latter results in a slower nucleation and growth rate and hence in larger crystal sizes and lower nucleation density in the presence of citrate, as directly observed in our AFM experiments (Fig. 6b). Moreover, for citrate concentrations above 40 mM uncoupling between dissolution and precipitation is observed even under these low pH conditions when the preferential orientation of whewellite crystals onto calcite is no longer observed (Fig. 6b), as revealed by the departure from the parallel alignment of the $<001>_{\text{whe}}$ direction of the precipitated whewellite crystals and the $<010>_{\text{cal}}$ direction of the calcite substrate. These effects are thus direct consequence of the slower precipitation rate of whewellite due to the lower supersaturation values with respect to whewellite achieved in the fluid directly in contact with the calcite surface when citrate is present. Citrate effectively acts as an inhibitor for the growth of whewellite.

Conclusions

The present work provides direct experimental evidence confirming the key role of the aqueous solution composition during mineral replacement reactions, in particular in the coupling between dissolution and precipitation reactions. The dissolution of calcite releases Ca$^{2+}$ ions that then combine with oxalate ions in solution resulting in precipitation of whewellite on the dissolving calcite surfaces. At low pH values, the dissolution of calcite is faster than the diffusion of these ions to the bulk solution, allowing the build-up, close to the mineral surface, of high calcium concentrations and supersaturation values with respect to whewellite. This ultimately results in the fast precipitation of whewellite, spatially coupled to calcite dissolution, right at the interface between the mineral surface and the fluid. For pH values higher than 4, the calcite dissolution rate starts to decrease and whewellite precipitation takes place at a slower rate away from the dissolving surface, resulting in the uncoupling between dissolution and precipitation processes as directly observed in AFM experiments.

The pH of the solution plays an important role in the specific interaction between citrate and the newly formed whewellite crystals, and the subsequent effect of citrate on their size and morphology, due to the effect of pH on citrate speciation (Fig. 8).

The presence of citrate enhances calcite dissolution (Fig. 7), but citrate tends also to complex the Ca$^{2+}$ released upon calcite dissolution$^{48,55}$ overall resulting in a reduction in $S_{\text{whewellite}}$ and in larger whewellite crystal sizes.

Regarding the implications of our findings for the conservation of cultural heritage, our results suggest that the combination of low pH values and the addition of an organic molecule such as citrate at a concentration below 10 mM could be suitable to achieve a coherent protective layer that preserves the textures of the original surface. This is obtained by the control of the orientation, size and morphology of whewellite crystals precipitated as a result of the interaction of an oxalate solution and calcareous surfaces. The production of a Ca-oxalate layer on calcareous building stones (marble and limestones commonly used as building material) can therefore be designed and controlled by a careful selection of the solution composition. Ideally, a continuous and coherent surface layer of a Ca-oxalate phase formed by an interface-coupled dissolution–precipitation process would protect the underlying stone from further attack from environmental solutions.$^{24}$ With this knowledge, new functional materials could be successfully designed and used in the preservation of the cultural heritage.
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